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Abstract
The topic of this paper is an optimization problem which arises nat-
urally in the design of feedback controllers to achieve optimal robust-
ness. Stated mathematically, the problem imposes an l1-norm objec-
tive on the input and output signals of a linear discrete-time dynamic
system. In a recent paper an algorithm has been presented which
systematically determines initial conditions for which exact solutions
can be found. The contribution of this paper is twofold. Firstly, we
illustrate the usefulness of the algorithm in understanding optimal dy-
namic response for a specic example. Secondly, we investigate the
creation and apparent disappearance of stable xed points as an input
data parameter is varied. For the rst time to our knowledge the con-
jecture is made that the dynamic evolution of optimal solutions may
exhibit chaos.
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1 Introduction
The problem of designing a linear time-invariant controller to optimally re-
ject bounded disturbances for discrete-time linear dynamic systems was in-
troduced in the 1980s by Vidyasagar [7] in the Western literature and by
Barabanov [1] in Russia. A comprehensive early treatment is in [2]. See also
[6]. Since that time an open problem in the literature, still unsolved, is to de-
termine whether or not optimal solutions always have a rational Z-transform.
In recent work, [5] and [4], the author introduces the idea of describing the
time evolution of the solution to the optimization problem as the output of a
non-linear system, and gives an algorithm for the determination of periodic
xed points for the non-linear system describing the evolution of the optimal
dual variables. In this paper we investigate the stability of these xed points
and show that both the number and type - stable or unstable - can change
abruptly with changes in an input data parameter.
We consider an example for which most of the xed points are unstable,
and introduce the hypothesis that for some, though certainly not all, prob-
lems and some but not all initial conditions, the time evolution of the optimal
solution exhibits chaos. If this turns out to be true, then for some problems
the optimal solution will not have a rational Z-transform. Whether or not
there is genuine chaos in the system, the results here show that numerical so-
lutions that appear periodic may not be. This only becomes evident through
consideration of exact solutions and xed points.
2
2 Formulation
2.1 Terminology
Denote by Rn the n-dimensional real space. A pk matrixM will sometimes
have its dimension made explicit by the notation Mpk: The p  p identity
matrix is denoted Ip: The set of positive integers is denoted N : The l1-norm
of a vector sequence e = (ek)1k=1 is dened as kek1 =
P1
k=1 jekj whenever the
series exists. The Banach space of absolutely-summable sequences, equipped
with the l1-norm, is denoted l1: The space of continuous linear functionals on
l1; that is the dual of l1, is denoted l1; it is the space of bounded sequences
with the norm kek1 := supk jekj: The Z-transform of an arbitrary sequence
e = (ek)
1
k=1 is dened to be e^(z) =
P1
k=1 ekz
k 1, where z lies within the
radius of convergence of the series. The function sgn of a real number x is
dened to be 1 if x > 0;  1 if x < 0; and 0 if x = 0: The sgn of a vector
with components (ei)ni=1 is the vector with components (sgn(ei))
n
i=1: Given a
vector e and any s 2 N ; t 2 N satisfying s < t; we denote (es; es+1; : : : ; et)
by e(s:t): If s; t; q; r 2 N ; 1 < s < t and 1 < q < r then M(s:t;q:r) is a
matrix composed of row s to row t, and of columns q to r; of the matrix
M having at least t rows and at least r columns. Square brackets are used
when it is important to distinguish between row and column vectors. For
example, e = (e1; e2) 2 RnRn can be written in matrix equations as either
e1
e2

2n1
or

e1 e2

12n : The concatenation of (e1; u1) 2 Rn1  Rn1 and
(e2; u2) 2 Rn2 Rn2 is dened to be the vector (e3; u3) 2 Rn1+n2 Rn1+n2 for
which e3 =

e1
e2

and u3 =

u1
u2

. The superscript T denotes transpose.
2.1.1 Complementary pairs of vectors
A complementarity relation between optimal primal and dual vectors holds
in all of the dual pairs of programs we shall consider. Vectors (e; u) and
(e; u); both in Rp  Rp; p 2 N ; are said to be complementary if (1) holds
for k = 1; : : : ; p:
ek > 0 =) ek = K1; uk > 0 =) uk = K2
ek < 0 =) ek =  K1; uk < 0 =) uk =  K2 (1)
jekj < K1 =) ek = 0; jukj < K2 =) uk = 0:
3
3 Problem description
The decision vectors in the space l1 are denoted e and u: The cost function
is K1 kek1 +K2 kuk1, where K1 and K2 are given positive real numbers.
The problem we investigate is
P(b) :
8><>:
min
e2l1;u2l1
K1 kek1 +K2 kuk1
subject to
d^e^+ n^u^ = b^:
(2)
where n^, d^ and b^ are polynomials with real coe¢ cients,
n^(z) = n1 + n2z + n3z
2 +   + nl+1zl (3)
d^(z) = d1 + d2z + d3z
2 +   + dl+1zl
b^(z) = b1 + b2z +   + blzl 1;
nl+1 and dl+1 are not both zero, and l  1 is a positive integer. It is assumed
that neither n^(z) nor d^(z) have zeros lying on the unit circle in the complex
plane, and that n^(z) and d^(z) have no zeros in common. The vector b species
initial conditions for the discrete-time dynamic system represented by the
equation d^e^ + n^u^ = b^. It can be shown that a solution to P(b) with nite
cost is guaranteed to exist. There is a stronger conjecture, namely that
all optimizing vectors (e; u) for P(b) have rational Z transforms. We put
forward the hypothesis in this paper that this conjecture does not hold in
general because of chaos in the time evolution of the optimal response of e
and u. We do not prove the existence of chaos, but give reasons for suggesting
the possibility of it occurring. This is interesting because any proof of the
validity of the conjecture would necessarily imply the absence of chaos.
3.1 Linear Programming Formulation of Problem P(b)
Using block matrix notation, the problem P(b) can be written as
P(b) :
8>>><>>>:
min
e2l1;u2l1
K1 kek1 +K2 kuk1
subject to
D N
  e
u

=

bT ; 0; : : :
T
:
(4)
where D is the innite-dimensional lower-triangular toeplitz matrix with
(d1; : : : ; dl+1; 0; 0; : : :) as its rst column, and N; dened similarly, has rst
column (n1; : : : ; nl+1; 0; 0; : : :) : Also b := [b1; : : : ; bl]T .
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3.2 Toeplitz and circulant matrix notation
Dene
DUT :=
26664
dl+1 dl : : : d2
0 dl+1
...
...
0 0 dl+1 dl
0 0 0 dl+1
37775
ll
and DLT :=
26664
d1 0 0 0
... d1 0
...
dl 1
... d1 0
dl dl 1 : : : d1
37775
ll
:
Then for any integer p  2l the North-West corner submatrix of D with
dimension p p can be written as
D(1:p;1:p) =
26664
DLT
DUT DLT
. . . . . .
DUT DLT
37775
pp
:
Denote by DC(p) the circulant matrix of dimension p p whose rst column
is (d1; d2; : : : ; dl+1; 0; : : : ; 0). That is
DC(p) :=
26664
DLT DUT
DUT DLT
. . . . . .
DUT DLT
37775
pp
:
The matrices NUT , NLT and NC(p) are dened similarly. Then
S(d^; n^) :=

DLT NLT
DUT NUT

is the Sylvester matrix for the polynomials d^(z) and n^(z): It is well-known
that S is non-singular if and only if d^(z) and n^(z) are coprime.
3.3 Matching terminal and initial conditions for sub-
problems
The constraints to P(b) given in (4) can be written as
264 DLTDUT DLT
. . . . . .
375
264 e1e2
...
375+
264 NLTNUT NLT
. . . . . .
375
264 u1u2
...
375 =
2666664
b1
...
bl
0
...
3777775 : (5)
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Any vector pair (e; u) 2 l1  l1 satisfying (5) will be termed feasible for
P(b). Let (e; u) be feasible for P(b) and let M  2l be an integer. Dene
the initial condition at time M for (e; u) by
b(M)(e; u) :=   DUT e(M l+1:M) +NUTu(M l+1:M) : (6)
Then it is straightforward to show that the concatenation

e(M)
e(1)

;

u(M)
u(1)

is feasible forP(b) if and only if (e(M); u(M)) satisesD(1:M;1:M)e(M)+N(1:M;1:M)u(M) =
bT ; 0; : : : ; 0
T
and (e(1); u(1)) is feasible for P(b(M)(e; u)):
Suppose now we are given an optimal (hence feasible) solution to P(b); de-
noted (eP(b); uP(b)). That is (eP(b); uP(b)) 2 argminP(b): The initial condition
at time M for (eP(b); uP(b)); b(M)(eP(b); uP(b)); is given by (6). It follows from
the discussion above and Bellmans Principle of optimality that (e(2); u(2)) 2
argminP(b(M)(eP(b); uP(b))) if and only if
 "
e
P(b)
(1:M)
e(2)
#
;
"
u
P(b)
(1:M)
u(2)
#!
2 argminP(b):
This observation motivates consideration of the time evolution of b(M)(eP(b); uP(b))
as M tends to innity: We will show that, for some initial conditions b; ei-
ther b(M)(eP(b); uP(b)) is a decaying periodic vector (perhaps after some -
nite length initial transient), or b(M)(eP(b); uP(b)) is a nite sum of decaying
periodic vectors (again perhaps after some nite length initial transient).
For some problem data b(M)(eP(b); uP(b)) will exhibit this behaviour for all
initial conditions b: For some other problems, however, their exist initial
conditions which do not seem to produce any form of decaying periodicity
in b(M)(eP(b); uP(b)): There is the interesting possibility that b(M)(eP(b); uP(b))
wanders around for ever on a strange attractor.
The rest of this Section sets up a framework for the analysis of the dy-
namics of the time evolution of b(M)(eP(b); uP(b)) when there is periodicity in
both the pattern of the locations of the zero values of eP(b) and uP(b), and
in the sign pattern of the non-zero values of eP(b) and uP(b): Such periodicity
will be related in Sections 3.4 and 4.3 to basis periodicity, where the term
basis is the familiar one used in linear programming theory.
3.4 Notation for a basis
Consider the set of equations Ae+Bu = b; or in block matrix notation

A B
  e
u

= b; (7)
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where A and B are any real p  p matrices, and e; u and b are real p-
dimensional column vectors: Let

A B

B be any non-singular p  p sub-
matrix made up of the columns of the p  2p matrix  A B  : Thus the p
integers i1; i2; : : : ; ip from 1; 2; : : : ; 2p identify the columns of

A B

that
have been retained in

A B

B : The set fi1; i2; : : : ; ipg determines the basis
A B

B and the notation B = [i1; i2; : : : ; ip] will be used to identify the
basis, where i1; : : : ; ip have been ordered by increasing size. The vector B
will be referred to as the basis vector. If the p components of

e
u

not
associated with columns of

A B

B are set equal to zero, the solution
to the resulting set of equations is said to be a basic solution to (7) with
respect to the basis vector, B, denoted

e
u
bsol
B
; a 2p  1 vector. We shall
also use the notation (ebsol(B); ubsol(B)) to denote the basic solution with
respect to B: The components of

e
u

associated with the basis vector B
are called basic variables and will be denoted by

e
u
bvar
B
; a p  1 vector.
Thus

e
u
bvar
B
=

A B
 1
B b; where

A B
 1
B denotes the inverse of the
matrix

A B

B :
Suppose that, for some integer p  2l; a p-dimensional basis vector, B; is
given. Dene
Z(B) :=  D(1:p;1:p) N(1:p;1:p) B
Z(B) := Z 1
(1:p;1:l)
Y (B) :=  DC(p) NC(p) B
F (p) :=

D(1:p;1:p) N(1:p;1:p)
   DC(p) NC(p) 
H(B) := Ip   Y Z 1 = [F (p)]BZ 1 (8)
G(B) := H(1:l;1:l)
The signicance of the l  l matrix G(B) will now be explained. First
recall from (6) the denition, for any (e; u) feasible for for P(b); of the initial
condition at time M , denoted by b(M)(e; u): For any p-dimensional basis B
there is the basic solution to D(1:p;1:p)e + N(1:p;1:p)u =

bl1
0(p l)1

; denoted
(ebsol(B); ubsol(B)): Then it is readily shown that G(B) maps b to the initial
condition at time p for (ebsol(B); ubsol(B)): That is, for any b;
G(B) : b 7! b(p)(ebsol(B); ubsol(B)): (9)
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Let
 
ebsol(n); ubsol(n)

denote the basic solution, with respect to B; to the
equations D(1:p;1:p)e + N(1:p;1:p)u =

Gn(B)bl1
0(p l)1

: Then by (9) and the
disussion in Section 3.3, the concatenation
0B@
264 e
bsol(0)
ebsol(1)
...
375 ;
264 u
bsol(0)
ubsol(1)
...
375
1CA =:
(efeas; ufeas) is feasible for De + Nu =
264 b0
...
375 : In the terminology of non-
linear systems, Gn(B)b acts as a stroboscopic return map of period p for the
trajectory (efeas; ufeas): The pattern of zeros in (efeas; ufeas) is necessarily
periodic. Periodicity also in the sign pattern of the non-zero elements of
(efeas; ufeas) is required for our main optimization result. A su¢ cient condi-
tion for this is that b is an eigenvector of G(B) with corresponding real and
positive eigenvalue having magnitude less than one.
The above discussion explains some of the conditions required of so-called
xed-point bases, to be dened in Section 4.3, from which optimal solutions
for P can be constructed. Fixed-point bases, in addition to having periodicity
properties, are also required to optimize certain nite-dimensional programs.
These will be described next.
4 Duality
The innite-dimensional dual to P(b); denoted D(b); has been derived in [3].
It can be expressed in the form
D(b) :
8>>>><>>>>:
max
e2l1;u2l1
[e1; : : : ; e

l ; u

1; : : : ; u

l ]S
 1

bl1
0l1

subject to kek1  K1; kuk1  K2
and
DTu = NT e
:
4.1 MD(b; p) -a nite-dimensional modication of D(b)
Let p  2l be an integer. We construct a nite-dimensional convex program-
ming problem related toD(b) that has 2p variables and p equality constraints.
The constraints for MD(b; p), the problem D constrained in a manner con-
sistent with its variables e and u being periodic of period p; can be written
8
DTC(p)u
 = NTC (p)e
:
MD(b; p) :
8>><>>:
max
e2Rp;u2Rp
[e1; : : : ; e

l ; u

1; : : : ; u

l ]S
 1

bl1
0l1

subject to DTC(p)u
 = NTC (p)e
 and
kek1  K1; kuk1  K2:
4.2 The dual of MD(b; p), denoted DMD(b; p)
For p  2l; a dual of MD(b; p) can be constructed in the form
DMD(b; p) :
8>>>><>>>>:
min
e2Rp;u2Rp
pP
k=1
K1 jekj+K2 jukj
subject to
DC(p)e+NC(p)u =

bl1
0(p l)1

:
The optimal values of DMD(b; p) and MD(b; p) are equal. Furthermore,
if (e; u) and (e; u) are feasible for DMD(b; p) and MD(b; p); respectively,
then a necessary and su¢ cient condition that they both be optimal solutions
is that they be complementary. For a proof see [5].
In the next Section we give a denition of special basis vectors, which
we term xed-point basis vectors. Associated with every xed-point basis
vector, denoted ~B, there is a so-called xed-point initial condition, denoted ~b:
Fixed-point initial conditions are important because basic feasible solutions
constructed from the xed-point basis vector ~B are optimal for the problem
P(~b): This is the content of Theorem (5) in Section (4.3). A proof is given
in [4].
4.3 Fixed point bases
Denition 1 A vector eB = [i1; i2; : : : ; ip], whose elements are p integers cho-
sen from 1; 2; : : : ; 2p; is said to be a p-dimensional xed-point basis vector for
the problem P() if the following 3 conditions are satised:
1. Z( eB) :=  D(1:p;1:p) N(1:p;1:p)  eB is non-singular;
2 there is an eigenvector, ~b, of G( eB) := hIp   Y ( eB)[Z( eB)] 1i
(1:l;1:l)
with
corresponding simple eigenvalue  2 [0; 1); and
3. Y ( eB) is an optimal basis for DMD(~b; p):
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Denition 2 The l1 vector ~b in Denition 1, associated with eB; is termed
a xed-point initial condition of order p for the program P():
Denition 3 Suppose that ~b is a xed-point initial condition of order p for
P(): An optimal solution forMD(~b; p) will be termed a xed-point dual vector
corresponding to ~b, and will be denoted (~e; ~u): Thus (~e; ~u) 2 argmaxMD(~b; p):
In the following Denition (G( eB)) denotes the spectral radius of G( eB).
The eigenvalue  is the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue of G( eB):
Denition 4 If a xed point ~b of order p satises the additional property
that (G( ~B)) = ; where  2 (0; 1) is the eigenvalue of G( ~B) associated with
~b; then ~b is said to be a stable xed point of period p for the program P :
The following Theorem is proved in [1]. It shows that for every xed-
point initial condition ~b there is an optimal solution for P(~b) which satises
a pth order recurrence relation, where p is the order of the xed point.
Theorem 5 Suppose ~b is a xed-point initial condition of order p for the pro-
gram P(); with corresponding xed-point basis ~B; and corresponding eigen-
value  2 [0; 1): The optimizing solution vector for D(~b) is (~eext; ~uext); the in-
nite periodic extension of the xed-point dual vector corresponding to ~b. The
optimal values for the programs P(~b) and D(~b) are equal to [~e1; : : : ; ~el ; ~u1; : : : ; ~ul ]S 1~b,
which is also the optimal value for the programMD(~b; p). Denote by (ebsol; ubsol)
the basic solution, with respect to the basis ~B; to the equations D(1:p;1:p)e +
N(1:p;1:p)u =

~b
0(p l)1

. Then an optimizing vector for P(~b) is given by
e(opt) =
26664
ebsol
ebsol
2ebsol
...
37775 ; u(opt) =
26664
ubsol
ubsol
2ubsol
...
37775 : (10)
5 Example
We illustrate the results in this paper for the problem P() having the fol-
lowing given data:bd = (1 + z=2)(1 + 2z=9)(1  z=5) = 1 + 47=90z   1=30z2   1=45z3bn = (1  z=3)(1  2z=7)(1  2z=5) = 1  107=105z + 12=35z2   4=105z3
K1 = 1:
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Following the example in [4] we shall initially take K2 = 3=2 and show
that there is a stable xed-point basis of period 7. We will then consider
the e¤ect of changing K2, and show that for K2 = 7=5 there is no longer
any stable xed point having period 15 or less. There are, however, many
unstable xed points, for example about 100 having period 15 or less. The
question arises: where has the stable xed point gone? Visual inspection of
a solution of length 50 shows an apparent periodicity of 30 in the optimal
solution. We will show however, using theory presented in [5] and [4], that
although there is indeed a xed point of period 30, it is in fact unstable;
the solution will move away from this point eventually. The possibility of
a stable xed point of period higher than 15 cannot currently be ruled out.
But for some values of K2 the evidence so far available is also consistent with
the existence of an innite number of repellers, and no periodic attracting
xed points. The well-known metaphor of the pin ball machine may be
applicable, with the orbit of the dynamically evolving dual optimal variables
being repelled in the manner in which the pins in a pin ball machine repel
the motion of the ball. Such a situation is often taken as being suggestive
of chaos. Obviously this is not by any means even an outline of a proof. At
this stage chaos is merely a tantalising possibility.
5.1 Fixed point bases for Example
It is possible to test for xed-point bases by testing exhaustively all possible
selections of p from 2p integers. This involves, for a given p and a given
candidate basis vector B; testing for satisfaction of Conditions 1, 2 and 3 of
Denition 1. It is found that, for K2 lying between 1:4182 and 1:5040; there
are 12 xed-point basis vectors of period 7, all except one of these being
unstable.
The xed-point basis vector with corresponding stable xed-point initial
condition is
~B1 = [1; 2; 4; 6; 8; 10; 12]
with
~b1 =
"
28655197 +
p
203277932802849
4606468
; 1; 0
#T
Some of the details conrming this are presented next. For d = (1; 47=90; 1=30; 1=45)
and n = (1; 107=105; 12=35; 4=105)
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D(1:7;1:7)=
2666666664
1 0 0 0 0 0 0
47=90 1 0 0 0 0 0
 1=30 47=90 1 0 0 0 0
 1=45  1=30 47=90 1 0 0 0
0  1=45  1=30 47=90 1 0 0
0 0  1=45  1=30 47=90 1 0
0 0 0  1=45  1=30 47=90 1
3777777775
;
and
DC(7) =
2666666664
1 0 0 0  1=45  1=30 47=90
47=90 1 0 0 0  1=45  1=30
 1=30 47=90 1 0 0 0  1=45
 1=45  1=30 47=90 1 0 0 0
0  1=45  1=30 47=90 1 0 0
0 0  1=45  1=30 47=90 1 0
0 0 0  1=45  1=30 47=90 1
3777777775
and similarly for N(1:7;1:7) and NC(7):
Then
Z( ~B1) :=

D(1:7;1:7) N(1:7;1:7)

~B1
=
2666666664
1 0 0 0 1 0 0
47=90 1 0 0  107=105 0 0
 1=30 47=90 0 0 12=35 1 0
 1=45  1=30 1 0  4=105  107=105 0
0  1=45 47=90 0 0 12=35 1
0 0  1=30 1 0  4=105  107=105
0 0  1=45 47=90 0 0 12=35
3777777775
and
Y ( ~B1) :=

DC(7) NC(7)

~B1
=
2666666664
1 0 0  1=30 1 0  4=105
47=90 1 0  1=45  107=105 0 0
 1=30 47=90 0 0 12=35 1 0
 1=45  1=30 1 0  4=105  107=105 0
0  1=45 47=90 0 0 12=35 1
0 0  1=30 1 0  4=105  107=105
0 0  1=45 47=90 0 0 12=35
3777777775
and [F (7)] ~B1 :=

D(1:7;1:7) N(1:7;1:7)
   DC(7) NC(7) 
Then
12
H( ~B1) := I7   Y Z 1 = [F (7)] ~B1Z 1
so
G( ~B1) =
h
H( ~B1)
i
(1:3;1:3)
=
24 85 550 6475604 802 627 715 13 412 4971120 960 525 543 94 742 1811120 960 525 543  2303 234
5604 802 627 715
11 379 090
1120 960 525 543
53 634 490
1120 960 525 543
0 0 0
35
and one of the eigenvectors ofG( ~B1) is ~b1 := [  14606 468
p
203 277 932 802 849 
28 655 197
4606 468
; 1; 0] with corresponding eigenvalue 1 = 111 209 605 255 430
p
203 277 932 802 849+
7497 163
589 979 223 970
. Furthermore DMD(~b1; 7) has ~B1 as an optimal basis vector.
This is readily veried using (1). Thus it has been veried that ~B1 is a
xed-point basis vector for P():
Also ~b1 is a stable xed-point of period 7 for P(): This follows from
the fact that the magnitude 1 is greater than the magnitude of the other
eigenvalues of G( ~B1): The xed-point dual vectors corresponding to ~b1 are
~e =
2666666664
1
 1
 2919970251055
7472880243352
1
 2328578260779
7472880243352 1
11039165480207
11209320365028
3777777775
; ~u =
2666666664
3=2
535046818800
934110030419 3=2
2517453809853
26155080851732
3=2
 24958186655649
26155080851732 15166976335361
13077540425866
3777777775
and the optimal cost is therefore
JD(~b) =

1; 1;  2919970251055
7472880243352
; 3=2;
535046818800
934110030419
; 3=2

S 1

~b
031

(11)
=
36280767673344789945
4302947963604150092
+
1185853695115
p
203277932802849
4302947963604150092
' 12:36:
The optimizing vectors for D(~b1) are the innite periodic extensions of ~e
and ~u. See Fig 1.
Referring to Theorem 5, (ebsol; ubsol) denotes the basic solution, with re-
spect to the basis ~B1; to the equations D(1:7;1:7)e+N(1:7;1:7)u =

~b1
041


ebsol
ubsol

=

Z 1

(1:7;1:3)
~b1
=: Z~b1
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Figure 1: K2 = 3=2 and b = ~b1; the stable xed point corresponding to the
stable basis vector of period 7:
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and so
ebsol =
h
Z~b1
i
(1:4)
ubsol(1:3) =
h
Z~b1
i
(5:7)
:
Thenebsol
1
=
684683277276398097
135886020794131898
+
467102372979
p
203277932802849
2581834395088506062
; (12)ubsol
1
=
307359370491765137
135886020794131898
+
162944629169
p
203277932802849
2581834395088506062
:
The non-basic variables are of course zero, so
(ebsol; ubsol) =
  
ebsol1 ; e
bsol
2 ; 0; e
bsol
3 ; 0; e
bsol
4 ; 0

;
 
ubsol1 ; 0; u
bsol
2 ; 0; u
bsol
3 ; 0; 0

:
The optimal solution, (e(opt); u(opt)); for P(~b) is
e(opt) =
26664
ebsol
1e
bsol
21e
bsol
...
37775 ; u(opt) =
26664
ubsol
1u
bsol
21u
bsol
...
37775 ;
having optimal coste(opt)
1
+ (3=2)
u(opt)
1
=
1
1  1
ebsol
1
+ (3=2)
ubsol
1

= JD(~b);
where (11) and (12) have been used.
Now consider the program P(b) where b = (1; 0; 0): It can be shown that,
because ~b1 is a stable xed-point initial condition, there is an open neigh-
bourhood surrounding ~b1 for which (~e; ~u) 2 argmaxD(b); and furthermore
that b belongs to this neighbourhood. In other words, the optimizing vectors
for D(~b) and D(b) are the same. The optimal value for the program P(b) is
JD(b) =

1; 1;  2919970251055
7472880243352
; 3=2;
535046818800
934110030419
; 3=2

S 1
26664
1
0
...
0
37775
=
1185853695115
934110030419
:
If the initial condition b moves su¢ ciently far away from ~b1, then (~e; ~u)
will no longer be optimal for D(b): Nevertheless, after an initial aperiodic
transient, the optimizing vectors for D(b) will eventually be identical with
(~e; ~u): See Fig. 2. This is again a consequence of the stability of ~b1:
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Figure 2: The initial condition is b = (1; 1; 1) andK2 = 3=2. There is a stable
xed point initial condition of period 7: After an initial aperiodic transient,
the dual optimal variables are indeed periodic with period 7.
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Figure 3: b = (1; 0; 0) andK2 = 7=5: The initial condition is near an unstable
xed point of period 30. Although the optimal solution is initially periodic
with period 30, it cannot remain so because the eigenvalue associated with
the basis vector of period 30 is not a Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue.
5.2 Apparent disappearance of the stable xed point
We now consider the e¤ect of putting K2 equal to a value outside the interval
[1:4182; 1:5040]: Consider the problem P() dened by keeping bd, bn and K1
the same as in the Example, but changing K2 to 7=5: An exhaustive search
has failed to nd any stable xed-point initial conditions for this problem.
There are, however, plenty of unstable xed points of all periods so far tested,
which is up to about 15. The total number of xed points so far found is
more than one hundred. Whether the total number is nite or not is an open
question.
A typical plot is show in Fig 3, for which b = (1; 0; 0): Although b is not
apparently a xed-point initial condition, it is close to an unstable xed-point
initial condition of period 30.
It can be veried that the basis of period 30 implied by the the rst
30 values of the response in Fig 3;denoted B30; is in fact a xed-point ba-
sis satisfying the conditions of Denition 1. Thus there is an eigenvector of
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G(B30) which is an unstable xed point. The eigenvalue corresponding to
this xed-point initial condition is (approximately) 1:04 10 21. The other
two eigenvalues (corresponding to the other eigenvectors of G(B30), neither
of which are xed points) are zero and  4:44  10 20. Thus, unless the
initial condition lies exactly in the subspace spanned by the eigenvectors cor-
responding to the eigenvalues zero and 1:04  10 21(and for this Example
they do not lie exactly in this subspace), evolution of e and u according to
B30 implies that the response must eventually align itself with the eigenvec-
tor associated with the eigenvalue  4:44  10 20. But the optimal solution
cannot align itself with this eigenvector because it is not a xed-point ini-
tial condition. If the plot in Fig 3 were to be continued su¢ ciently far, the
periodicity of B30 would necessarily be lost. For the time being the ultimate
alignment of b(M)(eP(b); uP(b)) for this Example remains unknown.
6 Conclusions
For a specic l1-norm minimization problem, having cubic polynomials as
given problem data, a weighting on the cost function has been found for
which the optimal solution displays features suggestive of chaos. For initial
conditions b in the neighbourhood of a stable xed-point initial condition
~b the mapping from b to argmin P(b) is linear; it is given explicitly by the
results described in this paper. For other initial conditions the mapping from
b to argmin P(b) is non-linear. Very little is known about this non-linear map.
Characterizing it in special cases is a topic of current research.
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